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Warpaths offers students of American history and Native American studies a startling new look at this pivotal era, combining social, cultural, and military history to provide a more nuanced portrait of the violence that gave birth to modern North America. Warpaths: Invasions of North America. Kullanıcı Değerlendirmesi - Not Available - Book Verdict. The myth of an easy conquest of America by the Europeans is debunked in this revisionist history by Canadian historian Steele, who reveals the Amerindians' powerful and significant resistance. Tam incelemeyi okuyun. Diğer baskılar - Tümünü görüntüle. Warpaths: Invasions of North America Ian Kenneth Steele - 1994. Warpaths: Invasions of North America Ian Kenneth Steele - 1994. In WARPATHS: INVASION OF NORTH AMERICA, Ian Steele counters the conventional wisdom that technologically superior Europeans overran primitive savages as they sought a foothold in the North American continent. He documents how the native Americans rose to meet each new invasion of Europeans, either with martial force or diplomatic skill, from the defeat of Ponce de Leon in 1513 to the peace settlement with the British in 1765. WARPATHS combines two fields of study in order to provide an understanding of the process by which Europeans came to dominate the North American continent. The first is the traditional perspective of military history—a documentation of the alliances, battles, weapons, supplies, and conflicting ideologies involved in the colonial wars.
Clearly, the European experience in North America would be a far cry from their swift victories over the Aztecs and Incas. In Warpaths, Ian K. Steele provides a sweeping history of the numerous European invasions of North America, painting a dramatic new portrait of the centuries of warfare that shook the continent. Steele's fascinating account destroys the old image of technologically advanced Europeans overrunning primitive savages. Instead, he reveals how Amerindians rose to the challenge of each successive invasion with martial and diplomatic skill, from the defeat of Ponce de Leon in Warpaths offers students of American history and Native American studies a startling new look at this pivotal era, combining social, cultural, and military history to provide a more nuanced portrait of the violence that gave birth to modern North America. ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon. Online Stores â–¾. Audible Barnes & Noble Walmart eBooks Apple Books Google Play Abebooks Book Depository Alibris Indigo Better World Books IndieBound. Libraries. Paperback, 304 pages. Invasion of iraq Invasion sleeping Barbarian game guide invasion official prima rome total war Invasion public American d day experience invasion normandy America invasion north warpaths Invasion Shanes world campus invasion Campus invasion Invasion night Invasion movie public Invasion movie night College invasion Invasion of poland Invasion Cobra ii inside invasion iraq occupation story Norman invasion America invasion north warpaths Applied defense. extra introduction invasion modern planetary study terrestrial warfare Normandy invasion America conquest emergency invasion state thir